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The Metamorphoses contains over 250 examples of physical transformations. Nymphs turn 

into trees, men into beasts, youths into plants and flowers. While someone's form may 

change, however, usually something remains which allows that individual's identity to stay, 

in some way, the same. This idea of continuity in transformation has its roots in ancient 

philosophy, but Ovid's poem demonstrates it vividly, and explores its implications. 

 

Exactly what the something is which stays the same in a transformation varies from story to 

story. Ovid tends to focus on the moment of actual metamorphosis. This is a moment of 

great potential, when the reader does not yet know whether the individual changing will 

become animal, vegetable, or mineral. But is is also a moment of great ambiguity, the time 

between when man is a man and when he is a mouse, or a bird, or a rock, and when the 

changing individual does not know any longer what he or she is. 

 

Conquered by a snake 

 

In book 4 Ovid recounts the tale of Cadmus, the founder of Thebes, who, as an old man, is 

turned into a snake as a punishment, of sorts, for killing a sacred serpent in his youth. The 

poet describes the anatomical details of the change: first Cadmus' skin becomes scaly and 

speckled, then he falls onto his front, and his leg begin to taper. While all this is happening, 

Cadmus continues to try to behave in a human way: 

 

bracchia iam restant; quae restant, bracchia tendit, 

et lacrimis per adhuc humana fluentibus ora 

'accede, o coniunx, accede, miserrima,' dixit 

'dumque aliquid superest de me, me tange manumque 

accipe, dum manus est, dum non totum accupat anguis.' 

ille quidem uult plura loqui, sed linqua repente 

in partes est fissa duas: nee uerba loquenti 

sufficiunt, quotiensque aliquos parat edere questus, 

sibilat. . . 

 

Now his arms remain; he stretches out the remaining arms, and with tears flowing 

over his still human face, 'Approach, o wife, approach, most wretched one,' he says, 

'and while something remains of me, touch me and take my hand, while it is a hand, 



while the snake does not seize me completely.’ He wished to say more, but suddenly 

his tongue was split into two parts; nor are words provided to the speaker, but 

whenever he intends to utter some complaint, he hisses... 

(4.581-9) 

 

Cadmus seems to conceive of his experience as one of being invaded and conquered by a 

snake (this is the force of occupat). He is fast deprived of human form, but not, it seems, of 

his human mind or of his need for physical and verbal human contact, which he knows will 

soon be impossible for him. Even after the transformation is complete, he continues to 

voice his lamentation, but in the sounds of a snake, not in human words. Harmonia is 

shocked by the changes in her husband. She asks him: 

 

Cadme, mane, teque, infelix, his exue monstris! 

Cadme, quid hoc? ubi pes? ubi sunt umerique manusque 

et color et facies et, dum loquor, omnia? 

 

Cadmus, stay, release yourself from this monster, unhappy one! Cadmus, what is 

this? Where is your foot? Where are your shoulders and hands, and colouring and 

physical appearance, and, while I'm speaking, everything? 

(4.591-3) 

 

Although he has lost his human form, Cadmus can still be recognized as himself, and 

continues to feel human emotions, such as pride in the achievements of his grandsons 

(which Ovid actually calls 'solace for his changed form,' uersae solacia formae 4.604). 

 

Encased in a tree 

 

In the story of Dryope in book 9 the reader gets a bit more information about the actual 

experience of transformation from the point of view of the individual undergoing it. Dryope 

is a young mother who turns into a tree after plucking flowers from the lotus tree which 

itself had formerly been a nymph. Characteristically, Ovid describes how Dryope's feet at 

once become rooted to the ground and how her hair changes into leaves. The bark creeps 

over her hardening body and soon nothing is left except her face (nil nisi iam faciem, quod 

non foret arbor, habebat, 'there was nothing except her face which was not tree' 9.367). 

 

She addresses her family members, who have gathered around her, and her words clearly 

reflect her confusion about who or what she is becoming. At times it seems that she thinks 

of herself as being encased within the tree, for example, when she hopes that one day her 

son will know to say that 'my mother is hidden in that bark' (latet hoc in stipite mater 9.379), 

and when she asks, like Cadmus, for human contact while there is still time: 

 



et quoniam mihi fas ad uos incumbere non est, 

erigite hue artus et ad oscula nostra uenite, 

dum tangi possunt, paruumque attolite natum. 

 

And since it is not allowed for me to bend to you, raise your limbs here and come to 

my kisses, while it is possible to touch them, and lift up my little son. 

(9.385-7) 

 

At other times she speaks as if she is the tree, asking that her baby be 'removed from the 

branches of his mother' (infantem maternis demite ramis 9.375), and begging her family to 

protect her leaves from pruning knives and grazing herds (9.383-4). Finally, as the bark 

finally covers her face, she behaves as if she were dying, telling her relatives 

 

ex oculis remouete manus! sine munere uestro 

contegat inductus morientia lumina cortex. 

 

Remove your hands from my eyes! Without your offerings let the bark cover my dying 

eyes, extending over them. 

(9.390-1) 

 

After all her human features have disappeared, the eye-witness narrator of the story, 

Dryopes sister Iole, says that the branches retained their former human warmth for a long 

time (diuque/corpore mutato rami caluere recentes, ‘and for a long time, with the body 

changed, the new branches were warm' 9.392-3). It is not clear – least of all to Dryope – 

whether she can remain alive, or be considered alive, in her new form. But the tree, though 

it no longer looks like Dryope, will still be Dryope. 

 

Outside and Inside 

 

There is no single pattern or model which can cover every transformation in the 

Metamorphoses. Cadmus' and Dryope's experiences share some similarities, particularly in 

the way each tale leaves the reader wondering about the relationship between the 

characters shifting physical forms and his or her identity – but the exact nature of the 

relationship in each case, though equally uncertain, is clearly different. In other stories, 

more explicit information about what happens to an individual's identity in his or her 

transformations is provided, but even in cases like this, the nature of the relationship 

between form and identity shifts as much as the forms themselves. When Callisto is turned 

into a bear, for example, the reader is told how 

 

mens antiqua manet (facta quoque mansit in ursa), 

adsiduoque suos gemitu testata dolores 



qualescumque manus ad caelum et sidera tollit. . . 

 

Her former mind endures (it endured even when she was turned into a bear), and, 

demonstrating her sadness with continual groans, she raises such hands as were left 

to the sky and the stars. 

(2.485-7) 

 

Callisto is a bear on the outside, but a human being on the inside, and continues to behave 

as much like a person as is possible inside the body of an animal. This nearly leads to her 

demise, when her son Areas, who does not know about her animal form, is out hunting in 

the woods: 

 

incidit in matrem; quae restitit Arcade uiso 

et cognoscenti similis fuit, ille refugit. . . 

 

He chanced upon his mother, who stayed put when she saw Arcas, as if she 

recognized him. He fled... 

(2.500-1) 

 

Even though Callisto recognizes her son, she cannot make him recognize her as his mother 

(even though he notices that the bear seems to know him, cognoscenti similis). Areas is 

about to shoot his mother, but Jupiter stops things just in time and transforms them both 

into constellations. 

 

The Death of Actaeon 

 

Similarly – but without the 'happy' ending – after Diana changes Actaeon into a deer, his 

human sensibilities, thought, and personality remain, trapped inside a new body:  

 

ut uero uultus et cornua uidit in unda, 

'me miserum!' dicturus erat: uox nulla secuta est; 

ingemuit: uox ilia fuit, lacrimaeque per ora 

non sua fluxerunt; mens tamen pristina mansit. 

 

When he saw his head and horns in a pool, 'wretched me!' he was going to say, but 

he had no speech. He groaned: that was his speech, and his tears flowed, not on his 

face. Nevertheless, his earlier mind persisted. 

(3.200-3) 

 

When his hunting dogs attack him, he tries to call them off like he did when he was a 

confident hunter, but to no avail: 



 

clamare libebat: 

'Actaeon ego sum, dominum cognoscite uestrum!' 

uerba animo desunt. . . 

 

. . .gemit ille sonumque, 

etsi non hominis, quem non tamen edere possit 

ceruus, habet maestisque replet iuga nota querellis 

et genibus pronis supplex similisque roganti 

circumfert tacitos tamquam sua bracchia uultus, 

 

He wanted to shout 'I am Actaeon! Recognize your master!' but he lacked the 

words... He groaned and he made a sound, which, although not human, was not a 

sound a deer would be able to emit, and he filled the familiar ridge with sad 

complaints. On bent knees, like a suppliant, he moved his silent head in the same way 

as arms [(which he no longer had)]. 

(3.229-31, 237-41) 

 

His human reactions do not fit his animal form, leaving him caught between man and beast, 

and helplessly at the mercy of his dogs. In stark contrast to Callisto or Actaeon, when Picus is 

turned into a bird, nee quicquam antiquum Pico nisi nomina restant, 'nothing of the former 

Picus remains except his name' (14.396). Picus is a bird on the outside and the inside – all 

that is left is his name, the reminder that once this bird was a man. Callisto's and Actaeon's 

human identities remain firm in spite of their change of form, but Picus' identity is all but 

lost, reduced to a single dimension, a word. 

 

Traces of the past 

 

At other times certain aspects of personality remain in the new form, allowing some 

persistence of identity, stronger than in the case of Picus, but not as strong as in a case like 

Callisto's. Lycaon, in book 1, for instance, retains the bloodthirstiness which was his 

predominant characteristic as a human king when he is transformed into a wolf. When 

Niobe turns into a rocky fountain in book 6, her new form reflects both her previous 

hardheartedness and her ceaseless lamentation after this quality resulted in the deaths of 

her 12 children. In what at first seems to be a reversal of the regular pattern of 

metamorphosis, Pygmalion's statue becomes a real woman in book 10; but even though she 

is physically liberated by the transformation, she is certainly not emancipated. The nameless 

statue becomes a nameless woman, and continues to be the same object to her new 

husband as she was when he created her as the representation of his ideal female. 

 



In each of these changes, something of the individual's old identity persists in the new form, 

but in each case that something is different, and can be hard to define, raising many 

questions. Is any transformed individual still him- or herself? Is an individual's identity 

independent of or dependent on his or her body? What makes someone him- or herself to 

begin with? 

 

The Metamorphoses raises these questions not only for its own characters, but also for its 

readers. It makes us think about who we are, about what is often called the problem of 

personal identity. The fraught connection between mind and body is familiar from 

philosophical and religious thought over the millenia, but more recently, another, related 

issue of identity has arisen in philosophy and psychology. Do we each construct our own 

identities, or are they formed by our interactions with other people, or even with the world 

in general? Do we each have a single, unified identity, or is every identity disunified, variable 

(depending on the situation and the surroundings in which we find ourselves), perpetually 

changing? The fluid identity of many of Ovid's characters illustrates, in a concrete way, the 

abstract ideas which form this more radical view of self-identity. In this respect (and in many 

others), avid shows himself to be a surprisingly (post- )modern poet. 

 

Finally, not only is the Metamorphoses about changes, but the Metamorphoses itself is an 

example of such change. With his poem, Ovid has transformed epic poetry. Some scholars 

would argue that he has changed it beyond recognition, that, like Picus, all that is left of epic 

poetry in the Metamorphoses is the label 'epic', but the form has been changed entirely. 

Most scholars, however, would agree that although epic poetry has certainly been 

transformed in the poem, there is some epic thing in it which has remained the same, 

something that makes it still right to designate the poem as an epic one. But just exactly 

what that something is remains, as in all the transformations in the Metamorphoses, 

uncertain. 
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